**WINTER SEASONAL**

**ICE SCRAPERS**

- Cushioned grip for comfortable scraping
  - **AutoCraft Ice/Snow Scraper, 10”** DAP AC4500

- Easy to use and store
  - **AutoCraft Ice Scraper, 10”** DAP AC4494

- Wide 4” frost clearing blade
  - Flat, compact design for easy storage
  - Durable construction allows for long lasting performance
  - Ice chippers score thick ice for quick removal
  - 10” length provides good reach
  - **Subzero Ice Scraper** CPS 16721

- Top performing product
  - Patented 2-blades-in-1 design, ice chipping plus frost removal
  - Foam grip
  - Short length provides good storability
  - Assorted Colors
  - **Subzero Ice Scraper** CPS 13014

**WINTER SEASONAL**

**ICE SCRAPERS & BRUSHES**

- Heavy duty brush
  - Strong steel handle with soft cushion grip
  - **AutoCraft Snow Brush, Ice Scraper, 32”** DAP AC4493

- Heavy duty brush for snow removal
  - Durable construction
  - **AutoCraft Ice Scraper, Snow Brush, 22”** DAP AC4491

- For ice chipping and frost removal
  - **AutoCraft Extendable Snow Brush, Ice Scraper, 42”** DAP AC4495

- Durable construction
  - Heavy duty brush
  - **AutoCraft Heavy-Duty Extendable Snow Broom with Pivot, Ice Scraper, 50”** DAP AC4502

- Heavy duty broom for snow clearing
  - Steel extender handle with soft cushion grip
  - **AutoCraft Extendable Snow Broom, Ice Scraper, Squegee, 52”** DAP AC4492

- Foam plow clears heavy snow
  - Brush head pivots to transform into a snow broom
  - **AutoCraft Extendable Snow Broom with Pivot, Ice Scraper, 54”** DAP AC4496

- Molded contour grip for comfort
  - Durable bristles to sweep snow off your vehicle
  - Strong ice scraper provides quick and easy ice/frost removal
  - Rugged and durable
  - This is the ultimate winter multi-use tool
  - **Subzero Snow Brush** CPS 523

- Curved pole makes scraping ice and frost from the windshield easier
  - Pivoting brush head sweeps and pushes snow
  - Wide blade clears off frost quickly
  - Aggressive ice chippers break up the thickest ice
  - Added leverage positions allow application of more pressure to the blade
  - **Subzero 38” Crossover Snowbrush** CPS 14038

- Foam plow clears heavy snow
  - Pivoting brush folds flat for easy storage
  - All-in-1 winter snow tool
  - Quick-lock extender easily locks into desired length
  - Assorted Colors
  - **Subzero Snow Broom** CPS 14403

- Super wide 16+ inch “Push-Pull” foam clears the heaviest snow
  - Telescoping steel handle for extra reach
  - EVA foam won’t scratch your vehicle’s paint
  - Grip on opposite end of brush allows for increased force to push heavy snow
  - Extends to 48” for extended reach
  - **Hopkins 46” Heavy-Duty Arctic Plow with Grip** CPS 18841

- Heavy duty brush provides long reach for large vehicles
  - Patented 2-blades-in-1 design, ice chipping plus frost removal
  - Strong steel handle for increased durability
  - Soft foam grip to provide added comfort
  - Assorted Colors
  - **Subzero Ice Scraper** CPS 13054

- Clears deep and heavy snow
  - No-scratch 13.75” foam head
  - Extends to 35” for extended reach
  - Collapses down small enough to store in any vehicle
  - Assorted Colors
  - **Subzero Snow Brush** CPS 18849

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**WINTER SEASONAL**

**SHOVELS**

- Extends to 37”
- Easy to store when closed

**AutoCraft Extender Snow Shovel, 37”**
DAP AC4498

- Extends to 37” for long reach
- D-shaped handle and soft grip for comfort while using
- 9 1/2” wide shovel head
- Compact for easy storage
- Assorted Colors

**Subzero Snow Shovel**
CPS 17228

- Heavy-duty aluminum construction holds up to demanding jobs
- Extends to 30” for long reach
- Collapsible for easy storage
- Assorted Colors
- Dual-function design makes this a must have item for auto safety in the winter

**Subzero Heavy-Duty Aluminum Emergency Shovel**
CPS 17222

**WINTER SEASONAL**

**SNOW PLOW OIL**

- Premium snowplow hydraulic fluid
- Aircraft Quality

**CARQUEST Snowplow Oil, 1 Quart (Meyer, Western & Fisher)**
PPW U0001

- Low-temperature hydraulic fluid for high-pressure snowplow hydraulic systems. Antwear formula protects to -50 degrees Fahrenheit.

**Buyers Snowplow Oil - Low-Temperature**
PPW 1307005

**WINTER SEASONAL**

**SNOW PLOW PARTS**

- The ultra-compact design uses a center magnetic mount for temporary roof mounting.
- A high-powered xenon strobe flashes at a rate of 80 per minute and is visible for miles.
- This mini strobe comes complete with a 10’ power cord and cigarette plug adapter.
- Approximate dimensions: 4” base diameter x 3” height.

**Buyers Strobe Light**
PPW SL500A

**CARQUEST Standard Motor Solenoid (Meyer)**
PPW M15370

**CARQUEST Heavy-Duty Solenoid (Western)**
PPW W56131

**CARQUEST Power Unit Solenoid (Boss)**
PPW 1-HYD1633

**Snowplow Aftermarket MFG 12 Volt Plastic Case Insulated Solenoid Continuous Duty Motor Relay**
PPW 1306317

**Buyers Motor Solenoid**
PPW 1306070

**CARQUEST Standard Motor Solenoid**
PPW W25634

**CARQUEST HDR: Motor Gasket**
PPW W25861H

**CARQUEST Red Blade Guide, Pair**
PPW W59700H

**Buyers 36” Orange Blade Guide Kit**
PPW 1308110

**Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Blade Guide Kit**
PPW 1308200

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
CARQUEST Fluorescent Red 1/2" x 28" Blade Guides, Pair PPW GEN-SD36F-H

CARQUEST Fluorescent Orange 1/2" x 28" Blade Guide, Pair PPW GEN-SD28F

CARQUEST Red Flag Blade Guide (Pair) PPW RF700H

• This blade guide kit allows you to add a visual sight reference to the plow's edges. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg 26" Yellow Blade Guide Kit PPW 1308005

CARQUEST Hose With Swivel 1/4" x 45" PPW M21856

• This heavy-duty hose provides dependable service in extreme conditions. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Hydraulic Hose with Swivel 45° PPW 1304030

CARQUEST Pressure Hose 1/4" x 38" (Western) PPW W55020

• This heavy-duty hose provides dependable service in extreme conditions. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg High Pressure Hydraulic Hose 1/4" x 38" PPW 1304225

CARQUEST Adjustable Angle Control Cable 9’ Black PPW W56130

CARQUEST Heavy Duty Shoe Assembly PPW W49071

• This cast shoe assembly promotes smooth plowing operation. It is black powder-coated for durability and corrosion resistance. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Snowplow Shoe Assembly PPW 1303200C

CARQUEST Boss Trip/Return Spring PPW MSC1509

• Heavy-duty spring promotes smooth and reliable plowing operation. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Snowplow Trip Spring PPW 1302205

CARQUEST Boss Trip/Return Spring PPW MSC1509

• Heavy-duty spring promotes smooth and reliable plowing operation. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Trip Spring for Snowplows PPW 1302010

CARQUEST Hitch Pin with Clip 1" x 3-1/2" PPW W93079C

• This zinc-plated eyebolt provides reliable connections. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Eyebolt with Nut PPW 1302005

CARQUEST Swivel Elbow 1/4" 90° PPW M21855C

• This swivel elbow offers dependable operation in extreme conditions. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg 90° Swivel Elbow PPW 1304055

CARQUEST Cutting Edge Nuts PPW M08184C

• This zinc-plated pin provides reliable connections. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg Hitch Pin with Cotter PPW 1302245

CARQUEST Cutting Edge Nuts PPW M08184C

• This swivel elbow offers dependable operation in extreme conditions. Snowplow Aftermarket Mfg 90° Swivel Elbow PPW 1304055

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**WINTER SEASONAL WINDSHIELD COVERS**

- Eliminates difficult windshield scraping
- Folds compact for easy storage
- Heavy-duty design for increased durability
- Interior hooks reduces theft and eliminates loose ends
- Keeps vehicle interiors cooler in the summer and also protects from sun damage

**Subzero All-Season Windshield Cover**  
CPS 17511

- Largest windshield cover on the market
- Fits almost all vehicles
- Easy to put on and take off
- Folds into compact size for easy storage
- Interior hooks reduces theft and eliminates loose ends

**Subzero SUV/Truck Windshield Guard**  
CPS 17529

**WINTER SEASONAL HEATERS**

- Mounts on dash or under console
- Plugs into cigarette lighter outlet
- Provides heat to interior of car; boat; camper or RVs

**Kat’s 12 Volt Interior Heaters**  
HTR 37650

- 8 hours of pure heat
- Safe
- Natural
- Odorless
- Air-activated

**Little Hotties Hand Warmers**  
CPS 7201

- 5 hours of pure heat
- Safe
- Natural
- Odorless
- Air-activated

**Little Hotties Toe Warmers**  
CPS 7204

**WINTER SEASONAL SPRAY DEICER**

- Made from a concentrated high-performance ice-melting formula that quickly melts ice and helps reduce dangerous refreeze
- Convenient ice scraper top helps clear icy windshields

**Prestone Windshield Spray De-Icer, 11 oz.**  
PRS PRS_AS242

- Ice, frozen lock, deicer, de-icer, cold, snow
- 0.625 oz. Can
- Not Harmful to Original Paintwork
- Great winter product
- Use on frozen locks

**Victor Lock De-Icer and Lubricant**  
VIC 225-00500-VFB24

- De-icing spray
- Quick melting action
- Melts ice, frost & light snow fast

**Rain X De-Icer Spray, 32 oz.**  
RNX 113555

- Helps reduce morning frost, light ice and snow so it won’t stick to the windshield or wiper blades
- Reduces the time and effort it takes to clear winter window glass

**Prestone Ice and Frost Shield Vehicle Glass Treatment, 32 oz.**  
PRS PRS_AS246

**WINTER SEASONAL SPREADABLE DEICER**

- Effective as low as -15° F
- Contains Magnesium Chloride Pellet and Calcium Chloride Pellet
- More efficient than rock salt
- Fewer applications required for excellent results

**Road Runner 12 lb. Jug Of Ice Melt**  
WF 12JRR

**Road Runner 20 lb. Bag Of Ice Melt**  
WF 20B-RR

**Road Runner 50 lb. Bag Of Ice Melt**  
WF 50B-RR

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**WINTER SEASONAL**

**CHAINS**

- **Road Blazer V-Bar Light Chain Non-Cam**
  - Rubber Adjusters 0216 Recommended
  - Sold Separately
  - Not Intended For Off Road Use
  
  CARQUEST Road Blazer Light Truck V-Bar Chain QLY 2828

- **Highway Service Non-Cam Road Blazer Single Light Chain**
  - Rubber Adjusters 0216 Recommended
  - Sold Separately
  - Not Intended For Off Road Use

  CARQUEST Road Blazer Light Truck/Cable Chain Heavy Hooks 8 mm QLY 2439HH

- **Road Blazer Mud Service with Heavy Hook**
  - Rubber Adjusters 0216 Recommended
  - Sold Separately

  CARQUEST Road Blazer Light Truck/SUV Chain Heavy Hooks 8 mm QLY 2439HH

- **Ladder Style Cable**
  - Rubber Adjuster 0212 Recommended
  - Not Intended For Off Road Use

  CARQUEST Cobra Passenger Cable Chain QLY 1042

- **Ladder Style Cable**
  - Rubber Adjuster 0212 Recommended
  - Not Intended For Off Road Use

  CARQUEST Cobra Passenger Cable Chain QLY 1038

- **Carquest Light Truck Rubber Spider Bungee** QLY 0216
- **Orange** CARQUEST Truck Rubber Spider Bungee QLY 0218
- **Yellow** CARQUEST Passenger Spider Bungee QLY 0212

- **Light Round Rubber with Hooks Chain Adjuster**
  - Steel

  CARQUEST Light Truck Chain Adjuster O-Ring QLY 0225

- **Pass Round Rubber with Hooks Chain Adjuster**
  - Steel

  CARQUEST Passenger Chain Adjuster O-Ring QLY 0214

- **Steel**
  - Quality Chain 5/16" Continues Side Chain QLY 40312

- **Steel**
  - Quality Chain 1/2" Quick Link QLY QL531
  - Quality Chain 3/8" Quick Link QLY QL375
  - Quality Chain 3/16" Quick Link QLY QL192

- **Steel**
  - Quality Chain 3/8" Lap Link Grad QLY 9116D

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*